Guys as everyone knows we are during an important holiday of the holiest of the holy people. The Holiest of the holy jewish people do holy things such as cursing us all to die, get into poverty, lose our nations, and they in their holiness also destroy our countries as evident in the situation in Paris.

Hannukah...Reverse this...Hakkunah...A nice little celebration for the SS army here. During Hakkunah, all you have to do is the following.

For this reason, everyone must celebrate this as follows:

1. Do RTR's for the next 10 days in the double.
2. Do copious aura of protection.
3. Play endless stuff like Black Sabbath, ACDC, and generally something edgy to banish the hebrew energy. (optional)
4. If in doubt, eat Hitler Ice cream in copious amounts, 2 ice creams a day is recommended. (optional)

Hannukah reversed is Hakkunah as in Hakuna Matata. By reversing Hebrew and final RTR's on the Hannukah this creates a Hakkuna Matata situation which means "The Evil is not here" as in Swahili.

Obviously, I write this for the trolling but the situation is, we must do serious warfare and very hard.

The world is waking up. We must sound the alarm even louder now, and continuously. Let's keep these RTR's raining on the enemy like a thousand meteors.
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